Shapes and Colors: Patterns

Now that you have learned about basic shapes and colors it is time to put them into use and make patterns!

A **Pattern** is a repeated shape or design.

It could be something simple, like two alternating colors:

Or more complex with many colors:

A pattern can even mix alternating shapes and colors:

Whether simple or complex, a pattern continues until it is broken:

Your task on the next pages, is to identify the patterns and fill in the missing pieces!
Beginner Patterns

Pattern One:

Pattern Two:

Pattern Three:

Pattern Four:

Pattern Five:

Make Your Own:
Moderate Patterns

Pattern Six:

Pattern Seven:

Pattern Eight:

Pattern Nine:

Pattern Ten:

Make Your Own:

________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  __________________

________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  __________________
Advanced Patterns

Pattern Eleven:

Triangle  Circle  Square  Circle  Square

Pattern Twelve:

Red  Blue  Orange  Purple  Orange  Red  Purple  Orange

Pattern Thirteen:

Star  Star  Star  Star  Star  Star  Star

Pattern Fourteen:

Diamond  Circle  Diamond  Circle  Diamond  Circle

Pattern Fifteen:

Diamond  Star  Star  Diamond  Diamond  Star  Star  Star
| ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ |
| ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ |
| ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ |
| ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ | ______ |